Collecting rain, collecting signs
Amy Weng
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Like others during 2020’s winter lockdown, I spent a disproportionate amount
of time doomscrolling, consulting infographics as if they were oracles able to
navigate a future I could no longer imagine. Yet between the rising death tolls
and dismal headlines surfaced incongruous videos of animals foraging around
now abandoned city streets. Wild boar in Haifa, Egyptian geese in Tel Aviv and
dolphins in Istanbul were just a few of the animals now rewilding the urban
environment. Although many of these reports turned out to be misleading—
animals have always lived in proximity to cities—these images seemed
portentous in my newly heightened state. Perhaps, also like others, the
pandemic had finally made tangible the true extent of human interference in the
natural environment-habitat destruction and industrial farming being just two of
the causes behind an increase in animal to human outbreaks-and how
undervalued the non-human around us was.

Spider webs at the School Track in Paihia, 2020. Photo by Sena Park

Aliveness_Symbiosis was first created during this time of intense unease.
Isolating at her parents’ home in Paihia, Sena Park began spending more time
alone outdoors and began to notice the spider webs spanning the walking
tracks that she frequented. Enmeshed in their fine thread were traces of
atmospheric change: precipitation, insects and desiccated leaves that hinted at
an experience of time unmoored from the ebb and flows of human activities.
This subtle change in perception inspired Park to begin crocheting, a kind of
labour without consequence that could be read as an act of resistance against
the twin engines of productivity and necessity, a call to reassess our priorities
and allegiances.
Over time, Aliveness_Symbiosis_at Karekare House wove itself around the
studio in which Park was resident, and gained its own eight-legged inhabitants.
Contrasting with its native environment, Park’s in-situ installation consisted of
fluorescent skeins of coloured thread forming a taught web across the
building’s architecture. The work was an exercise in visual and spatial
mapping, a way of getting acquainted with the site and of learning to live
‘together’. Stretched from rafter to floor, lines of convergence and divergence
were interrupted by unruly knots, drooping tail-ends and organically radiating
nodes, drawing the eye up into space. Together, these threads created a soft
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boundary through which the surrounding environment could be viewed. Rather
than a facsimile of nature, Aliveness_Symbiosis_at Karekare House hinted at
how humans frame our environment, as much as it addressed a desire for
ecological rebalance.

Spider webs inside of the Aliveness_Symbiosis installation at Karekare house, 2020. Photo by Sena Park.

In previous installations such as Visitation, 2018, and Attitude Towards
Encountering Nature, 2019, Park had questioned her own relationship with
and preconceptions of the natural environment. In Visitation, Park had
assembled a kitschy constellation of disco lights, wine glasses, satin fabrics
and fake flowers upon synthetic grass to signify a meeting place in the Gobi
Desert, bringing into focus the alienation of a visitor’s experience from to that
of the locals. Similarly, in Attitude Towards Encountering Nature, she created
an ideal living space inspired by her father’s home and garden, using synthetic
materials such as faux fur, polyester carpets and neon lights to create an
imaginary landscape. In these works, Park manipulated readymade objects
into painterly compositions, displacing any easy understanding of nature as
primordial and remote. Additionally, she centred human social spaces in the
landscape, synthesising an experience of the natural environment as imaged
by globalised economies of tourism and trade, a landscape shaped by human
intervention and need.
However, Park’s work is not a critique of urbanism or industrialisation, instead,
it operates on a more personal level. She has often compared the process of
making with her journey of language learning where approximation and
connection, or feeling and knowing, are in constant negotiation. In this sense,
both Aliveness_Symbiosis_at Karekare House and Aliveness_Symbiosis_on Krd, 2021, approximate nature but unfaithfully so, rather they seek to
understand a place through a readymade vocabulary of materials and images.
Ironically, Aliveness_Symbiosis_on K-rd was created during the second period
of lockdown, mirroring the conditions of the initial work. Thick black cord is
used to create swooping lines, pouch-like forms emerge from inverted webs
and tail-ends of threads pool and graze the floor. The installation has become
detached from the ground, creating a canopy that viewers can enter.
Enmeshed in its web are ephemera that speak to this period of making: a
traffic cone, a CLOSED sign, plastic toys and discarded cans. Here,
Aliveness_Symbiosis_on K-rd brings us back to the image of the spider
perpetually spinning, quietly collecting the traces of atmospheric change
whether we witness them or not.
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